
AXON OUTGROWTH, TARGET RECOGNITION 2 – LECUTRE 5 [TOPIC 2: Development & Differentiation] 
 
Importance of Intermediate Targets in Axon Guidance – Cell has to be responsive 
As neurites navigate to specific site, they rely on intermediate targets 
Navigation is not dependent on just one signal but several signals involving several intermediate 
targets 
 
Example: Growth of axons in developing rat spinal cord 
Netrin, Shh, VEGF (diffusible attractive factor) at floor plate (FP) of SC. 
Netrin positive signal attracts neurites towards FP region. 
Neurite expresses N-CAM & TAG1 (adhesion molecules) to allow to progress to FP. 
As neurites reach FP, TAG1 switches off and L1 adhesion molecules switches on.  
Neurite alters to a new direction (rostral-caudally) (Fig 12) 
 
Axons are attracted to intermediate target. Need to eventually overcome this attraction to move on. 
GC change their response to intermediate target by changes guidance receptors on their surface 
Achieved by changes in transcription. Producing protein for only certain amount of time. 
 
Repulsion 
Repulsive factors – molecules that inhibit neuron outgrowth 
Oligodendroglia produce inhibitory molecules (i.e. Nogo) that prevent neurite extension 
Semaphorins GCs collapse in the presence of diffusible semaphorins 
 
Interactions Between Diffusible Factors and Contact-Mediated Factors. 
Can be altered by neural activity. Altering cellular levels of cAMP 
 
Growth Cone Collapse – ROCK and Rho 
Repulsive molecules bind receptors, activating a cell signalling cascade through ROCK and Rho 
that ultimately produces GC collapse. 
Some mechanisms that can block process and counteract GC Collapse (cAMP) potential for 
therapeutic strategies? 
 
Growth Cone Attractive Turning 
1. Positive growth stimulus (Netrin, Green) 
2. Binding of diffusible factor initiates actin mRNA production 
3. Actin mRNA transported to site of original binding 
4. Action polymerisation and microtubule recruitment leads to localised extension of Filopodia and 

turning towards signal (Fig 14) 
Growth Cone Repulsive Withdrawal 
1. Repulsive signal (SEMA3, Semaphorin)  
2. Binding of factor initiates production of actin depolymerising proteins then transported to site 
3. Break down of cytoskeletal structure leads to localised Filopodia withdrawal and repulsive turning 
 
Benefit of Mechanism: Rapid response at growth cone without the need to relay through cell body  
 
Visual System Map (Attracting and Repulsive signals) 
Set up via a combination of local cues and intermediate targets 
1. Proteoglycan layer outside of retina (repulsive signal) 
2. Lamina lining retina, provides +ve contractile stimulus enables extension  
3. +ve Netrin stimulus at optic nerve head drives extension. RGC to reach ONH 
4. Intermediate response – Neuron is now unresponsive to netrin 
5. New local cue (Ephrin) may repel neuron to appropriate path towards tectum 
6. Semaphorins prevent migration to inappropriate areas 
7. Remember also subcellular control mechanisms (correct layer) (Fig 15) 
 
Growth cones arborize when they enter their target zones 
Linked to FGF 
 
Expression Pattern Eph Family 
Eph receptors are Trk Receptors 
Ligands are Ephrins 
1. Ganglion cell overextends target 
2. Receive correct signal in target region – Arborisation 
3. Regressive events, pruning inappropriate connections 
4. End up with only appropriate connections (Fig 16) 
 
   

Figure 12. Importance of intermediate targets – cell 
must be responsive. 

Figure 13. Interactions between A) diffusible factors 
and B) contact-mediated factors. Can be altered by 
changes in neural activity or altering levels of cAMP 

Figure 14. Attractive turning mechanism (A) 
involving transcription of action polymerising 
proteins. Repulsive turning mechanism (B) 
involving action depolymerising proteins. 

Figure 15. Axon 
outgrowth and 
target recognition 
in visual system 

Figure 16. Expression patterns of EphRs/Ephrins. Each ganglion cell has a 
different optimal place where its receptor expression matches the ligand 
expression. BDNF allows arborisation. 


